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Clubs
&
Disco´s

The prestigious nightclub Fabrik, located on the outskirts of
Madrid, renews its entire sound reinforcement system with
Tecnare Sound Systems.
Since its inauguration in 2003, the discotheque has had
Tecnare Sound Systems, turning it into a short time, one
of the most valued discotheques in Europe, and being one
of the 10 best discos in the world.
It has the periodic attendance of internationally known Djs,
such as Carl Cox, Ben Sims, David Guetta,
Steve Aoki, Martin Garrix or Marco Carola, just to mention a few.
In those early days, the technical team of Tecnare, after careful and detailed acoustic simulations,
provided the club with a system with an approximate power of 80,000 watts, achieving an exemplary
result, as evidenced by the numerous awards that the club has gone receiving over the years.
At the end of September 2017, the renovation of the sound system began, under the premise of turning
Fabrik into one of the most powerful and quality sound discotheques in the world. After the removal of
the old equipment, the new Tecnare models are installed, with a total estimated power of 200,000 watts,
consisting of:
• 32 x Tecnare CLa312 Curvilinear Array
• 20 x Tecnare SW-218EB Subwoofer
• 08 x Tecnare SW-215 Subwoofer
• 08 x Tecnare Cla208 Curvilinear Array
• 04 x Tecnare LT2122 Point Source
• 09 x Tecnare T20-44 Amplifier
• 02 x Tecnare T10-44 Amplifier
• 02 x Tecnare T06-44 Amplifier
• 01 x Tecnare DP-4896 Digital Loudspeaker
Controller
• 01 x Tecnare DP-2696 Digital Loudspeaker
Controller

Fabrik

Madrid
Spain

Cla312

SW218EB

SW215

Day One
Marrakech
Morocco

Day One, located in Marrakech an inaugurated on 2018, is one of the most exclusive
venues in all Morocco.
With an exclusive Tecnare Sound Systems, this amazing club, full of live and good vibes, becomes one of the most famous and aclamated in all Marrakech.
The Tecnare SAS specialist fully recomend for this installation a sound system, composed by point source speakers as A.L.I.S 12 because of strict control of dispersion an exceptional scalability.
For the low frequencies the models chooseed, was the powerful SW218V, thank to it
amazing punch and the SW218EB, a very flexible subwoofer with an incredible output
(28Hz to 100Hz operating frequency).
For the amplification, the model choosed was the T Series amplifiers, an incredible series of digital amplifiers that includes DSP software and with a power of 20.000 watts.
They were also used DP Series Digital Processors and somo units of PA Series analogic
amplifiers.

Day One
Marrakech
Morocco

La Machine
Du Moulin
Rouge
Paris
France

La Machine Du Moulin Rouge, is one of the most famous Disco´s in all Paris (France). Powered
entirely with Tecnare Sound Systems, this huge Disco, placed close to the mythical Moulin Rouge,
organize every kind of events, with bands from all over the world and the most popular Djs as
Skrillex or Jeff Mills. The main Stage is reinforced with the powerful Cla312, and SW215 and
SW218V Subs and V Series as Monitors. The entire place, is also covered with many elements
from Ibza Series.

Space Club
Yancheng
China

Tecnare has the privilege of provide the entire Sound Reinforcement of Yancheng
Space Club (China). Inaugurated the past 11th of January of 2020, and with a total
surface of 2800 m2, Square Club, establish itself as the most important meeting
point in China for Electronic Music. With another venue opened in Chengdu, the
Space Club group, decide to choose Tecnare for this new venue, in order to rise
the best standards of sound.
Located in Xinlong Square, a new shopping complex, that integrates the past and
the future of China, Square Club opens itself with a Macro Event with more tan 10
hours of party and with a monthly presence of 100 international DJs.
The design and Installation of the Project, was in charge of Soundlook, Exclusive
Distributor of Tecnare in China, since the beginning, with the entire support of the
Tecnare´s Project Design Department.
After the installation, Tecnare sent an engineer to the venue, for the final setup.
The following Material was installed in Space Club:
-16 AMS12
-24 SW218V
-14 E15
-4 E12
-2 E10
-2 ESW118

Lick

El Algarve
Portugal

LICK, placed in the Algarve, Portugal, opens its doors the past 21th of July 2017, in a magnificent
inauguration, counting with the participation of many famous and VIP persons of the portuguese
cultural life. Sponsored and coverage by the portuguese TV channel TVI, the event counts with the
music of many artists and the amazing cuisine of the chef Oliver and his restaurant “Guilty!”,
a essential part of the venue.
All the sound reinforcement of this fantastic place, was provided by Tecnare Sound Systems,
consisting mostly in: Cla21, Cla208, SW118M, Ibza12–A, SW218E.B, and T20-44 amplifiers for the
amplification.

Kviar

Punta Cana
Dominican Republic
The Kviar nightclub, located in the luxurious hotel BeLive Punta Cana opens its doors in 2015
to establish itself as one of the biggest clubs in the area. Counting entirely with Tecnare
Sound Systems ,this unique space, was designated as one of the venues where Desalia festival
took place, which is the most important electronic party in all the area.

Vittoria
Bodrum
Bodrum
Turkey

Kalepro Proje, distributor of Tecnare Sound Systems in Turkey, is the responsible of this great
installation in one of the biggest and most important clubs in the touristic region of Bodrum.
The Vittoria Bodrum is a new concept of night club, that integrates an italian restaurant with
the best party of all the Bodrum´s nights, and of course, using Tecnare for reach the unbeatable
quality of a sound that actually is one of the best references in all the region.

Stariki
Bar
Moscow
Russia

Stariki Bar ( Moscow ) opens it´s doors in the spring of 2011, in one of the most representative
buildings in the history of the Russian capital. This space , elegant and exclusive, integrates the
taste of the best international cuisine with the most varied and exciting night party´s. Tecnare
Sound Systems was there from the beginning of this venue, providing all the sound reinforcement,
consisting mostly of IBZA and SW 118H series as well as some components of the V–Series.

Noir
Club

Sofia
Bulgaria

Southbank
Club
Bandung
Indonesia

Opened in February 2012 and located in Bandung (Indonesia), Southbank Club, becomes
quickly one of the best Disco´s of all the area, bringing periodically renowned Djs as
Deorro, Matthew Koma, Tujamo, Andrew Rayel and many more.
Southbank Club, entrusted their Sound Systems Solution on the Main Stage using
TECNARE IBZA–1561 Biamp Passive Systems.
The installation consist of as follows:
– 6 Units of TECNARE IBZA 1561 Biamp Passive Speakers
– 1 Units of TECNARE Power Amplifier MCH 4700
– 1 Units of TECNARE Audio Processor DP–2696

Area42
Toledo
Spain

Area 42, the new multipurpose space located near Toledo, has recently opened its doors
with the purpose of providing the best electronic music show in the entire province.
Formerly known as Sala Dubay, Area 42, it has been proposed to bring Toledo the most
recognized Djs both nationally and internationally. With its more than 80,000 watts and
its 3,500 m2 of space, this unique disco opened its doors last Saturday, October 15 2016,
with the performance of Jeff Mills, followed by the performances of Fernanda Martins,
Eric Sneo and Reeko. A week after that show, Area 42 surprised its audience again with
the performances of Steve Aoki, Dj Nano and Les Castizos, in a colossal party watered
with cakes and good music.
This amazing Club, actually is using a fully Tecnare Sound System, consising mostly in:
the Line Array model Cla21, the subwoofers models SW221 (Infrasub) and SW215 (Hybrid
Subwoofer) and T Series and PA Series for amplification.
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Pacha Ofir
El Algarve
Portugal

Pacha Ofir, is an unparalleled feature space. Opened on the 13th of August of 1992, in one
of the most beautiful scenic spots in Portugal, each year brings hundreds of thousands of
visitors from all over the world. In 1999, was considered by Musik Magazine as one of the
21 best clubs around the world, and since then has continued growing to become one of
the famous destinations for lovers of nightlife. Tecnare has accompanied it for most of its
route, helping it become what it is today.

Vogue Club
Madrid
Spain

Vogue is a nightclub ubicated in Fuenlabrada (Madrid, Spain). This unique space, with a lot of
history in the Madrid nightlife, recently has reinvented itself to offer an unbeteable set of sensations. With this purpose, Vogue purchase a Tecnare system, consistling mostly in: CLA 208
array models, SW118M subwoofer models, PA5000 and DP2696, for amplifiying and processing,
and active monitors V-15A.

Medusa Club
Didim
Turkey

The biggest nightclub in Turquish aegean region, called Medusa Club in Didim, has benefitted from
a new TECNARE Sound System equipment. Installation has been designed and performed by Mr. Savas Kale through his company Kalepro in Istambul, exclusive TECNARE distributor for Turkey. This
open air Club, with magnificent seaviews, has a capacity of 4000 person and is the meeting point
for the VIP people in a sophisticated and elegant ambience.
TECNARE speakers were selected for their extraordinary performance, evenness of coverage and rugged construction, as must be able to stand open air weather conditions. Models selected include
Tecnare Ibiza Series and Subwoofer Series.

Valeria Soul
Toledo
Spain

Valeria Soul, placed in Yuncos, Toledo, Spain, is a venue that mix live DJ Music with a new concept
cuisine, with spectacular shows.
By the hand of Madrid Sonido, Distributor of Tecnare in Madrid and Toledo, Tecnare provided most
part of the sound reinforcement of this venue, consisting mostly in IBZA12A, PA Series and DP2696.

Club Lepid
New Delhi
India

With an elusive enthralling aura, sophisticated decor and captivating food and beverage options,
Club Lepid, placed in the Dwarka Sector of New Delhi, is the eminent new spot for the Delhi crowd.
Throught Soundworks India, Exclusive Distributor of Tecnare in India, Tecnare contribute for the main
sound reinforcement of this amazing place.
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Popular
Mansion Club
Yakarta
Indonesia

Popular Mansion Club, placed in Yakarta (Indonesia), is an amazing nightclub, full of chic and
V.I.P people. By the hand of Tecnare´s Indonesia Distributor MTJ, Tecnare provides the entire
sound reinforcement of this atractive venue. With Ibza Series, SW218V subs and PA Series amplifiers, the sound reinforcement of this place, it´s entirely covered.

La Nuit
Toledo
Spain

La Nuit Disco, located in Toledo (Spain), is the most important disco in the whole city, with the
most amazing university party´s. Some of the sound reinforcement of this place are from Tecnare,
specially the main system on the principal dancehall, consisting mostly in Cla208 and Ibza Series.

Auditoriums

Youth &
Sports Department
Atakoy
Turkey
Tecnare Sound Systems, through the company Kalepro, supplies the main sound reinforcement
for Atakoy´s Youth & Sports Department.
After a detailed Acoustic Simulation in charge of the Tecnare´s Projects Department, the main
system used was the Line Array System Cla21. Consisting in 2 x 10-inch LF cone, dipolar shape,
on a Vented box +1 x 1.4-inch HF compression driver mounted on one waveguide coupled to a
CD horn. This powerful system covers at perfection the entire auditorium with an extreme clarity and pressure level.
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Union Hall
Lipetsk
Russia

Union Hall, located on Lipetsk (Russia), is a multipurpose venue, used usually as a theatre and
concert hall. By the hand of the Tecnare´s Russian Team of Show Atelier/Dempis LTD, Tecnare is
in charge of the main sound reinforcement of all the place. The sound system consist mostly in
CLA208 array models, SW18VR rigged subwoofer, and Ibza Series and V Series, for front fill and
monitoring, respectively.

Prudential
Wealth Club
Hong Kong
China

Tecnare, through it´s Exclusive Distributor in China, Soundlook, takes
part in the official opening ceremony of the Hong Kong´s Prudential Wealth Club.
For this fantastic event, full of positive feelings, Tecnare used:
-Cla21
-SW218EB
-T Series

Alcantarilla
Auditorium
Murcia
Spain

Tecnare, through the company SPL Murcia, has provided the main soundreinforcement for the
tribute show “SIEMPRE CAMILO”, on the cultural centre“INFANTA ELENA”, located in Alcantarilla ,
Murcia, Spain.
The Main Sound reinforcement was composed basically by1 Tanit Series (Tanit Column+Tanit Sub)
set per side, due to it´s wide coverage and powerful output. With only two units of Tanits it was
possible to sound almost the entire auditorium space.
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KTO Concert
Hall
Gangwon-Do
Korea

KTO (Korea Tourism Office) tourism academy is located in wonju, gangwon-do province and it is
the venue for the technicals tours and trainings programs of the kto. The academy is located within the korea tourism organization building and fully equipped with an auditorium (400 seats)
and state-of-the-art facilities.
Tecnare through it´s Distributor in South Korea, Tricom Media, has provided the entire sound
reinforcement for the KTO Auditorium, consisting in:
-LA122
-SW118M
-V Series
-Ibza Series

Ninh Binh
Auditorium
Ninh Binh
Vietnam

Tecnare, through it´s Exclusive Distributor in Vietnam, Nam Long AV, has provided the entire
sound reinforcement, for a government Auditorium on Ninh Binh City. The Installation consist
mostly in elements of the Tecnare E Series

Youth
Palace
Changsha
China

Tecnare had the privilege of supplying all the sound reinforcement for the new youth palace
theater in the Chinese city of Changsa, through its exclusive distributor Soundlook.
This magnificent building with a total area of 55,848.34 square meters, recently renovated,
has a fan-shaped auditorium with capacity for 600 seats.
The main sound reinforcement system is designed according to the left, middle and right sound
channels, with 2 groups of main left and right channels, each with 4 CLA208 and 2 SW118M, forming a line array system to provide a wide coverage to the audience.
The central channel consists of 2 flown IBZA12s, arranged on both sides of the stage.
The front part of the stage is equipped with 4 IBZA6s, as front fill. The proscenium width is 11.2
meters, the front row listening distance is approximately 4 meters, the speaker coverage angle
is 80 degrees x 80 degrees, and the 4-unit configuration achieves ideal area coverage frontal.
Likewise, 4 V12 loudspeakers were used as a monitor system, managing to cover the 30-meter
wide stage.
The lateral part of the auditorium is 6 meters wide. Therefore, a V15 loudspeaker was used on
both sides of the lateral end of the auditorium, to cover these areas.
The main sound reinforcement system is equipped with 1 DP4896 and 1 DP2696 digital audio
processor, as well as PA Series amplifiers.
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City House
of Culture
Leningrad Oblast
Russia

Show Atelier, distributor of Tecnare in Russia, through LLC Neve Teatr Montazh installers, had the
privilege of be in charge of the sound reinforcement of this classic Music Hall. Tecnare was designated as the main sound supplier of this fabulous place, after a detailed acoustic simulation of the ve´
nue and after a detailed and satisfactory demo show. The installation has mainly:
-Cla208 from Line Array Series
-SW118M from Subwoofer Series
-E8 and E10 from E Series
-V12 Active Version, from V Series
-PA5000 and PA900 from PA Series
-DP4896 from DP Series

Concert
Hall

Jiangxi
China

Tecnare throught it´s Exclusive Distributor in China, Soundlook Info Technology, has the privilege
of suply the main sound system for the conservatory of music of the JiangXi–YiChun University.
The sound systems consist mostly in:
-V Series
-SW118M
-ALIS Series
-PA Series
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Joaquín Rodrigo
Auditorium
Madrid
Spain

The municipal auditorium Joaquin Rodrigo in Las Rozas opened in 1999. The building houses the
Department of Education and among other things, the School of Music and Dance Music Municipal
Auditorium, is without doubt one of the best auditoriums equipped with the Community of Madrid.
The auditorium is equipped with 600 seats and a recording studio. It houses Tecnare LA122 PCC arrays
as well as SW118 PCC subs, and V Series PCC as stage monitors.

Bars
&
Restaurants

Salvaje
Madrid
Spain

If there is a place where good taste is fully manifested in all its formats, that is the Salvaje
Restaurant, located in the heart of Madrid. Salvaje is a new restaurant, based on the best
oriental cuisine, with completely original dishes and truly unique experiences. Through the
company Madrid Sonido, exclusive distributors of Tecnare, the following material was installed:
-12 IBZA6 PLUS
-4 SW12 Minisub
– 2 T06–44

Cuba Libre
Fort Lauderdale
U.S.A

Cuba Libre Restaurant & Rum Bar, is a chain of restaurants based in major cities such as
Philadelphia, Atlantic City, Washington, Orlando and Fort Lauderdale. Specializing mainly
in Cuban cuisine, Cuba Libre restaurants have a varied and rich gastronomic offer that has
earned them great success in all their venues. Likewise, in addition to its excellent food service, Cuba Libre Restaurants offer a wide range of nightlife events, in which live music and
dance shows are mixed in equal parts with the best DJ sessions.
From the hand of Koncept Systems, Tecnare’s Exclusive distributor in the United States of America, Tecnare supplies the entire sound reinforcement for the Cuba Libre Fort Lauderdale venue,
consisting in:
–Ibza8
–Cla208
–SW118VR
–T06-44
–T10-44

Lumos
Coco
Chandigarh
India

Lumos Coco, Chandigarh (North of India), is an amazing proposal to taste the best music and the
best food with the best vibe. Designed as a restaurant and cocktail bar, in Lumos Coco, the sound
experience is a part more of the excellent ambience, helping to reach the best standards of this
awesome place.
Through our Exclusive Distributor in India, Soundworks India, Tecnare could be involved in this project fully of sofistication and elegance.

Beer Club
Vuon
Dao
Haiphong
Vietnam

Beerclub is a venue with a total area of 300 square meters, located in Haiphong, Vietnam. Thanks
to the exclusive distributors of Tecnare in Vietnam, Nam Long AV, Tecnare has provided part of the
sound reinforcement of this place, in which live shows and ambient music are common while enjoying the best beer.
The supplied material consists largely of elements from the E series, as well as elements from the
PA series and Subwoofer series, specifically the models:
-E10
-PA2100
-SW115
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Town Hall
New Delhi
India

Town Hall is an ideal threesome combination of delicious food, weather, and a spectacular view
of the city. The place is located near Dayal Opticals in Khan Market, Delhi. Town Hall is for people
who wants to spend relaxing evenings and quality time with their friends and loved ones. The
rooftop view will make the entire evening so picture perfect and memorable. Everyone can enjoy
Town Hall and heed music and DJ section thanks professional team and the amazing sound of the
Ibza Series and PA Series of Tecnare Sound Systems equipment.

Living Room
Lounge Cafe
Crete
Greece

The Living Room Lounge Cafe, placed on Rethymno, Crete, synthesizes the balance between a
glamorous coffee shop and the most crazy of the nightclubs. This marvelous place, located in
front of the Marina of Rethymno, welcomes everyday hundreds of tourists and visitors from all
over the world. Tecnare Sound Systems, by mediation of his official distributors in Greece, N.
Vardakis, provides all the sound reinforcement of this heavenly place.

Freemason´s
Brew Work
Guwahati
India

Freemason’s Brew Works, opens it´s doors recently in Guwahati, in the North of India. Decorated
with a very stylish industrial decor, this magic place, offers a wide variety of foods and beers of
all the world, mixed with the best club music and live music.
Powered entirely with Tecnare Sound Systems, Freemason’s Brew Works uses elements from:
-E Series
-Ibza Series
-Subwoofer Series
-PA Series.

Sky Club
Ryazan
Russia

The Sky Club Restaurant, placed in Ryazan (Russia) has opened it´s doors recently to establish
itslef as one of the most luxurious and exclusive places in the entire city. With an incredible and
innovative kitchen, the Sky Club Restaurant also is an spectacular ballroom which will be one of
the most demanded in all the area.
All the installation is powered by Tecnare Sound Systems. Specifically:
–SW 218V–PCC
–V 12–РСС
–V 10–РСС
–V 10-A
–SW 12MiniSub–РСС

Saint´s &
Sinners
New Delhi
India

Saints “n” Sinners, placed in Gurgaon, New Delhi (India) is a multipurpose venue, with an amazing
kitchen and the best shows with live music and comic shows.
By the hand of the Tecnare Exclusive Distributor in India: Soundworks India; the entire sound reinforcement of this magic place, was supplied by Tecnare , consisting mostly in:
–Ibza Series
–Sw115 Subwoofers

Venta de
Aires
Toledo
Spain

Venta de Aires, is a very famous restaurant founded in 1891 in Toledo (Spain), which is famous for
it´s elaborated kitchen who mix the old tastes of the region with the new culinary concepts. Focused in the planification of weddings and other kind of big events, Venta de Aires counts with a marvelous discotheque which is powered by Tecnare Sound Systems, mostly IBZA Series, E Series and
SW218V and SW118M, subs.

Mama´s
Buoi
New Delhi
India

Mama´s Buoi, situated near to Delhi University (New Delhi, India), is one of the most popular
and bussiest restaurants in the entire city. Tecnare Sound System provide the whole sound
reinforcement of this amazing venue. Consisting mostly in V Series and Ibza P204.

Tree House
Bar
Guizhou
China

Meihua Mountain tourism area is located in the northwest of Liupanshui City,Guizhou Province
(China). It planning a total area of 62.83 square kilometers,and is expected to invest 3.534 billion
RMB,first to create “Oriental Switzerland”Eco-cultural tourism in the first demostration zone.
The Tree House Bar group serves as a leisurely and comfortable entertainment inn connecting the
Meihua Mountain scenic spots.There are 8 high-end tree house bar, in the overall design with highlevel system match. The choice of bar reinforcement system is finally determined for TECNARE IBZA
entertainment series products.There are 3 pcs of IBZA 12–A in each bar, with a totally amount of 24
pcs of IBZA 12–A.

Stroke
House
New Delhi
India

The Stroke House, placed in New Delhi (India), is a new concept restaurant with dishes of all
over the world, that also offers a very varied shows as live music and DJ music performing.
By the hand of the Exclusive Distributor of Tecnare in India, Soundworks India, Tecnare handle
the main sound reinforcement of all the venue.

Zela
Ibiza
Spain

Zela is a new fusion restaurant of Mediterranean-Japanese food, opened in 2018 on Ibiza Island.
This new project, in charge of the entrepreneurs Abel Matutes Prats and Manuel Campo Guallar,
has partners as Rafa Nadal, Enrique Iglesias, Pau Gasol and Cristiano Ronaldo.
The chef of Zela´s kitchen is the recognised 4 Michelin Star, Ricardo Sanz.
The sound installation of Zela´s, has been designed, to cover the needs of a room with different
areas and purposes. After evenings, with the most elaborated cuisine, Zela becomes a night venue
with live performances and DJ music.
Zela´s Sound System is composed by:
-V10
-SW118M
-Ibza6
-Ibza10
-PA4.1500

Londoners
Bistro & Pub
New Delhi
India

Inspired by the cultural pot pourri that represents contemporary London, Londoners is a bistro
& pub across two floors with a beautiful open-air area.
Throught Soundworks India, Exclusive Distributor of Tecnare in India, Tecnare provides the entire
sound reinforcement for this fantastic venue, consisting mostly in elements of V Series & Ibza
Series, and PA Series for amplification.

Mahmood
Coffee
Gaziantep
Turkey

Tecnare Sound Systems, through its exclusive distributor in Turkey, Kalepro Elektroniks, has
had the privilege of supplying the sound system for the Mahmood Coffe, located in Gaziantep,
one of the most populated cities throughout Anatolia.
The sound system, mostly Ibza Series, such as Ibza P204, selected by the technical staff of Kalepro for its excellent performance and small size, was installed easily and quickly to achieve an
homogeneous sound throughout the local and an excellent intelligibility.

Zerzura
Club
New Delhi
India

Zerzura opens its doors to welcome the spirit of adventure and the quest for something new with
its Mid-Eastern, Moroccan outing that comes intact with distressed-finished furniture, traditional
middle-eastern décor.
Through Soundworks India, Exclusive Distributor of Tecnare in India, Tecnare provides the entire
sound reinforcement of this venue, consisting mostly in elements from:
–Ibza Series: Specifically models Ibzap204 and Ibza10
–AMS Series: Specifically model AMS12
–V Series: Specifically the model V10
–Subwoofer Series. Specifically SW12 Minisub
–PA Series

Sky Bar
Hotel Emerald
Ravda
Bulgaria

The Hotel Emerald, placed in the shores of the Black Sea, is one of the most importants resorts in
this popular touristic area. The Sky Bar, placed on the roof of the Emerald Hotel, is the perfect place
to have the most impressive view of this heavenly enviroment. Powered with Tecnare Sound Systems,
mostly P204 and PA Series, the Sky Bar is the perfect place to enjoy every sunshine with the best sound.

Public Affair
Restaurant
New Delhi
India

Public Affair Restaurant, placed in New Delhi (India), opens it´s doors recently to offer a wide range
of foods of all the world. Tecnare Sound Systems powered this stylish place with mostly V-series
and Ibza P-204.

Mia
Bella

New Delhi
India

Mia Bella Romantic Kitchen & Bar, is a new italian restaurant placed in New Delhi (India)
with an amazing views and an amazing kitchen. Throught our Exclusive Distributor in India,
Soundwoorks India, Tecnare has been selected for the total sound reinforcement of the venue. Particularly models from Ibza Series, E Series and PA Series.

Tatel
Ibiza
Spain

Tatel Ibiza, owned by Cristiano Ronaldo, Rafa Nadal, Enrique Iglesias and Pau Gasol, open it´s doors
on April 28th of 2017 in Playa D`en Bossa, to become a gastronomic reference and one of the most
fashionable night spots in Ibiza.
Tatel Ibiza has 1400m2 surface with a capacity for more than 300 people, a terrace on the beach,
and different interconnected areas.
The following Tecnare products have been used, both indoor and outdoor´s:
-V10
-ESW115
-Ibza6
-Ibza P204
-PA4.1500
-PA4.450

Taka Maka
New Delhi
India

Taka Maka, is a new concept bar restaurant, built on a cruise ship and placed on Gurgaon
(New Delhi, India) golf course road. This original place, with a very sophisticated decoration
simulating a cruise, been planed also as a disco. By the hand of our Exlcusive Distributor in
India, Soundwoorks India, Tecnare was choosen for the main sound reinforcement of this original venue, particulary, models from Ibza Series, SW218V, SW118M and PA Series.

Bar & Owl
Club
Sunny Beach
Bulgaria

Tecnare bulgaria, located in Nessebar, provides the entire sound reinforcement for
“Bar and Owl club”, Sunny beach, Bulgaria.
Tecnare: DP 2696- 1pc,
PA 5000- 4pc,
V 12- 8pc,
SW118H-4pc.

Houses
of
Worship

Imam Sadjad
Mosque
Tehran
Iran

Tecnare has had the privilege to provide the sound reinforcement of the imam sadjad mosque,
placed in tehran (iran). For this huge installation the model chosen was the la122, specifically for
his amazing output and optimal coverage.

Visión de
Impacto
San José
Costa Rica

Visión de impacto,is a church located in San José (Costa Rica). The Tecnare team of engineers, after
a technical seminar to the distributor of Tecnare in costa rica ,más musica internacional; starts the
set up and equalization of all the system. In this installation were used the following models:
-Cla21
-Sw18vr
-Sw218e.B
-T20-44amplifiers.

Qom
Musallah
Qom
Iran

Tecnare has had the privilege of provide the sound reinforcement to the Musallah of the holy
cityof Qom. The city of Qom, is the capital of the province of the same name, located 156km south
west of Tehran and is known throughout the Shiite Islam for being a holy city, where the tomb of Fatima Ma’suma is located. The city is the world center of Shi’a Islamic studies, and is an important pilgrimage destination throughout the Islamic world.
It given the size and structural complexity of the Musallah- a building of two floors with two fabulous
domes- to ensure uniform coverage and minimize potential reverberations involving such enclosures,
it opted for a system composed of LA122A, V –10A, V – 12A and V –15A , which, adjusted by Delays, managed to minimize all the reflections and reverberations.

Coral
Mosque
Kayseri
Turkey
The Coral Mosque, placed in Kayseri, in the middle of Anatolia, been inaugurated by the hand
of our Exclusive Distributor in Turkey, Kalepro Proje.
With a capacity of 10000 people, this monumental house of workship, includes an exclusive
Tecnare Sound System, composed mostly by:
-Cla208 -E8
-Pa Series.

Sport
Arenas

Palace of the
Mediterranean Games
Almeria
Spain

The Palace of the Mediterranean Games (Almería) is a building designed for the celebration
of sporting events. However, its excellent location, next to the fairgrounds, and its facilities,
have made it an exceptional space for holding other types of events, such as musical concerts,
fairs or exhibitions.
The entire sound reinforcement of this Sport Arena has been provided by Tecnare, specifically
Line Array Models Cla208 and SW218V Subs.

Hunan
University
Gymnasiums
Changsa
China

Tecnare Sound Systems, through it distributor in China Soundlook, has the privilege of provide
the sound reinforcement for the main gymnasiums of the Hunan university (Changsá, China).
In the South Campus, the models used were:
-AMS12A 12pcs
-E10A 10pcs
-DP4896 1 pcs
In the north campus:
-AMS12A 4pcs
-E10A 4pcs
-DP4896 1 pcs

U.D.A
Almeria F.C
Almeria
Spain

Tecnare has the privilege of supply the sound reinforcement for the U.D.A Almeria football
club stadium, consisting mostly in ALIS15 point source loudspeakers, SW218eb 2×18″ extended bass subwoofer and T20-44 amplifiers

Kazan
Circus
Kazan
Russia

Tecnare Sound Systems, has had the privilege of supplying all the sound reinforcement of the
mythical and centenary circus of Kazan (Russia), city on the banks of the Volga and eighth most
populated city of Russia.
Founded in 1890 by the Nikitin brothers, the Kazan circus has undergone numerous reconversions.
The actual structure, was built in 1967, and recently remodeled in 2017.
From the hand of Show Atelier, Exclusive Distributors of Tecnare in Russia, and the company Show
Design, in charge of the project, the following material was supplied:
-CLA 208 passive filter 24
-SW 18VR with rigging kit 8
-T6-44: 4
-T10-44: 1
-V 15-A: 4
-IBZA 12: 4
-THV21-18VR (rigging kit): 4
-TTF18VR/21-208 (rigging kit): 4
-TUB-Ibza12 (rigging kit): 4
The main system consists of CLA208 array models flown together with subwoofer SW18VR, and
amplified by the Tecnare T Series, specifically T10–44 and T6–44, state-of-the-art digital amplifiers
with integrated processing.
As a reinforcement of the main system, and to ensure the total coverage of the enclosure, the selfpowered models V15–A, belonging to the V Series of Tecnare and the passive IBZA12 models, belonging to the IBZA Series of Tecnare, have been used.

Racing
Dakart
Valencia
Spain

Racing Dakart Valencia is a new indoor circuit with two heights and equiped with the latest
technologies, as an informatic system for controlling the time, protex karting security system
and the newest models of karts. By the hand of our friends of Soundhouse, Tecnare Sound
Systems provide the main sound reinforcement of all the venue, using mostly E Series, specially the model E8 and models of PA Series for the amplification.

Skateboarding
World Cup
Vigo
Spain

World Cup Skateboarding o Marisquiño took place august, the 6th, 7th, 8th 2021 in Vigo, Spain.
This world contest, brought some of the most famous skateboarders on the spanish scene.
By the hand of Soundhouse events, Tecnare supply, the main sound reinforcement of the event,
consisting in:
– Cla21PLUS
– ALIS12
– T Series

Let´s
Club
Istanbul
Turkey

Let´s Club, placed in Ataşehir/İstanbul (Turkey), is one of the biggest and luxurious gyms of
all the city. This Sport Club, with wonderfull installations, has an original way of understand
fitness, mixing the great vibe of a disco club with sporting. Tecnare Sound Systems was chosen
for it´s stunning aesthetic and it´s wonderful output, for make pleasant an encourage the effort
of the people.

Palace of
Sports Vistaalegre

Córdoba
Spain

Municipal Palace of Sports "Vista Alegre", is placed in Córdoba, Andalucia, and stands out,
for be a multipurpose space in which they meet, all kinds of sporting events.
Tecnare was in charge of the main sound reinforcement of the venue, consisting of:
-Cla208
-Ibza Series

Corporative
Facilities

Hotel
Humboldt
Caracas
Venezuela

Jvl company has been in charge of a private event at the Humboldt hotel, located in Caracas.
This emblematic hotel, located at the top of cerro ávila, is a luxurious casino and hotel, where
all kinds of events take place.
For this private Event, JVL has used the following Tecnare Products:
-Cla21
-SW218EB
-T Series
-Dollies & Waterproof Covers

Foire du Trone
Paris
France

La Foire du Trône is a must-see annual event for parisians. It is the largest amusement fair
in europe with more than 300 attractions and activities. Tecnare, through the exclusive distributor of Tecnare in france, Easy Com Audio, takes part in the sound reinforcement of this
theme park.
FRISBEE
SPECS:

LA PIEUVRE
SPECS:

TOUR PANORAMIQUE
SPECS:

LIVE HORROR SHOW
Spec:

-3 E10
-1 SW118M
-2 PA 2100

-4 E12
-4 SW118M
-2 E10
-1 PA-3000
-1 PA-2100
-1 PA-5000

-2 IBZA 15
-1 SW118M
-4 E8
-1 PA-3000
-1 PA-900
-1 PA 2100

-3 IBZA10 cluster
-2 IBZA15 LEFT and RIGHT
-1 SW118M Sub bass
-2 MA-2400
-1 MA-800

M65 POWER
SPECS:

EUROLOOP
SPECS:

CINEMA 5 D
SPECS:

NEW SAFARI FOLIE
SPECS:

-4 V12
-4 E10
-4 SW118M
-3 MA 2400
-1 PA 5000

-2 IBZA 15
-2 IBZA 10
-2 MA 2400

Outdoor :

-4 IBZA 15
-4 E10
-2 PA 3000
-1 PA 2100

-2 IBZA 15
Indoor:
-5 V8X
-2 SW115
-2 MA 2400
-1 MCH4-700

Tongwei Solar
Chengdu
Chengdu
China

Tongwei Solar Chengdu co is a multinational company, focused in manufacture and marketing of core solar products. Through soundlook exclusive distributor of Tecnare in China,
Tecnare provides the entire sound reinforcement of this huge installation.
The products mainly used on this installation are:
-Cla21
-SW18VR
-SW218V
-IBZA15
-V10
-E6
-PA900
-PA2100
-PA3000
-PA5000
-TS SERIES

Expo 2016
Antalya
Turkey

Tecnare Sound Systems, were designated as the main supplier for all the sound reinforcement
for the Expo Antalya 2016.
For this amazing installation, Kalepro Electronics, official distributor of Tecnare Sound Systems in
Turkey, has choosen, with the help of the Tecnare team of engineers, a line array design for cover
the huge space of all the enclosure. The most appropriated models for this kind of venue were the
CLA21 (an array system with two loudspeakers of 10 inches and a 3 inches compression driver) and
the SW18VR (a rigged hybrid array subwoofer with a 18 inches loudspeaker), both new designs with
an incredible output and the most clear-cut of the sounds. To cover the most low frequencies the model choosen was the SW218V, a very powerful hybrid subwoofer housed with two loudspeakers of 18
inches, that assures a uniform coverage and the most deepest punch.

Hillerød Town
Hall
Hillerød
Denmark

Hillerod is a city located in the north of Seland (Denmark), being one of the 5 administrative
regions in Denmark. Tecnare Sound Systems, by the hand of his exclusive distributor for Denmark, DLT APS; provides the sound reinforcement for the town hall of Hillerod, consisting mostly
in ibza 6 and Pa series.

Big Data
Center
YiChun
China

The Big Data Center, located in YiChun, with a total area of 50.000 square meters, and an
estimated cost of 200 millions of yuans, were the placed designated for the last conference
of the new technology policies of the Chinesse government.
With the participation of hundreds of the biggests chinesse companies, as Huawei and the
presence of the local governments of the province.
The entire Sound reinforcement of this amazing building, was provide by Tecnare Sound
Systems, through it´s Exclusive Distributors in China: Soundlok Info Technology. The products
provided were mostly elements of the E Series.

Hilton Garden
Inn
New Delhi
India

The Hilton Garden inn, is one of the most luxury hotels of the city of Gurgaon (New Delhi, India).
Rated as a five star hotel, provides to their customers and unbeatable set of sensations. Tecnare
is glad to provide the sound reinforcement of the rooftop of this amazing place.

Expo 2015
Milan
Italy

In the 2015 edition of the Universal Exhibition on Milano, Tecnare has had the privilege of provide
the sound systems for the Brazilian Pavilion, designed by famed architect Arthur Casas, which was
awarded as winner in the annual competition of the Expo. The Brazilian pavilion, with a total area
of 4,133 square meters, has fully utilized Tecnare systems,specifically the models:
-Ibza P204
-SW12 MINISUB.

Beach
Clubs

Carbones13
Tarifa
Spain

Tecnare provides some of the sound reinforcement of this fantastic venue, full of beautiful sunsets & surfing experiences.
The systems is mostly composed by elements from the Ibza Series, specifically the model Ibza6
Plus, thanks to high perfomance and HiFi sound.

Cove
Beach
Abu Dhabi
UAE

Tecnare Sound Systems, through the company Levels AV, has supply some of the sound reinforcement of Cove Beach Club, located in Dubai (UAE).
Cove Beach Club, placed on Dubai´s Bluewaters Island, stands out for being an oasis in the middle
of the bustle of the city. On Cove Beach you can relax yourself, enjoying the best DJ music and savoring the best food, facing the sea during the day, while you prepare for the craziest night parties.
For this installation, Tecnare provides mainly elements from the Ibza Series, ALIS Series & Subwoofer Series, due it´s high performance and waterproof treatment.

New York
Beach Club
Crete
Greece

New York Beach Club, placed on Hersonissos Crete, Greece, it is one of the beach clubs with the
greatest baggage and history on the island of Crete.
Tecnare Sound Systems, trough it´s distributor in Crete, Mr Nikos Andrianakis, was in charge of
the sound reinforcement of this magic venue on the shores of the aegean sea. Due to its fantastic performance and waterproof treatment, the chosen system is made up of elements from the
Ibza series.

Missipi´s
Dubai
UAE

Missipi´s Pool Bar & Social Hub, is placed on the third floor of Avani Ibn Battuta Dubai Hotel.
Inspired on the the colourful cafes of Bali, this magic place becomes a vibrant urban oasis in
downtown Dubai , full of the best live DJ sessions and the most chic dishes & cocktails.
Tecnare, through the company Levels AV, Exclusive Distributor of Tecnare in Dubai, has provide some of the main sound reinforcement of this heavenly place, mostly with products from
Ibza Series and AMS Series.

KTV

Square Club
Batam
Indonesia

Square Club, placed in Batam (Indonesia), is one of the most favorite and Elegance Club in
Town with live music from their home band and Resident Dj. Square Club, also has an awesome KTV, designed in modern style with the best quality of sounds. Sound systems consists
mostly in Tecnare CLA 312 Line Array speakers. Square Club has now be the best place in BATAM to hang out and it gathers crowd from all the areas. Owner and all Managemets team
are very pleasant with the full outcome result. It was all a worthwhile investment.

Phong KTV
Phong
Vietnam

Trough the exclusive distributor of Tecnare in Vietnam, Nam Long Audio, Tecnare has the
oportunity of be in charge of the sound reinforcement of this glamorous karaoke.
-4xIbza12
-1xSW118m
-3xPA2100

VIP Karaoke
Hanoi
Vietnam

Tecnare, through it´s exclusive distributor in vietnam, nam long av- a highly professional
company with a long background in av sector- has provide an entire karaoke system in a
private home, consisting mostly in:
-4xibza10
-1xsw115
-3xpa2100

Le Champ
Yen Bai
Vietnam

Le Champ Tu Le Resort Hot Spring & Spa, is a very luxurious hotel complex, located in
Yen Bai, Vietnam.
This hotel is famous for its paradisiacal location in the middle of the mountains. By the
hand of Nam Long AV, Exclusive Distributor of Tecnare in Vietnam, the following material
was supplied:
-Pub Room: E12, SW115, SW215, PA Series
-Karaoke Room (45m2): E12,SW115, PA Series
-Karaoke Room 2 (25m2): E10, SW115, PA Series.

KTV

Thai Binh
Vietnam
Through Nam Long Av, Exclusive Distributor of Tecnare in Vietnam, Tecnare supplies the
entire sound reinforcement for Thai Binh KTV, consisting in:
-Ibza10
-SW12
-PA Series

Touring
&
Concerts

Vive
Nigrán 2021
Nigrán
Spain

Vive Nigrán is a Summer Festival, located in Nigrán, Galicia; and stands out for being one of the
most popular events on the spanish indie-pop scene. In this edition, marked by the covid 19 pandemic, the festival organization has endeavored to redouble all security measures, in order to certify the total security of the event.
Trough the company Soundhouse, Official Distributor of Tecnare in Spain, Tecnare has supply the
main sound reinforcement of the festival, consisting in:
– Cla21PLUS
– SW218V
– SW221
– ALIS12
– T Series
– DP4896

7 Wonders
Proclamation
Lisbon
Portugal

In an spectacular mega show, “The New Seven Wonders of the World” were presented.
The act of the official declaration was made in the Da Luz stadium in Lisbon. There was an
impressive fireworks event attended by thousands of people.
The ceremony presenters were british actor Ben Kingsley and U.S actress Hillary Swank.
Guests included former astronaut Neil Armstrong, Kofi Annan, Cristiano Ronaldo, and the actress
and singer Jennifer Lopez, as well as José Carreras, just to name a few.
The event was broadcast to over 170 countries, with an estimated audience of 1.6 million viewers.
Tecnare systems performed totally this event, including 180.000 watts of CLA312 PCC arrays,
LA2122tops, and SW218V PCC subs.
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Ara
Malikian
Granada
Spain
Tecnare provides some of the sound reinforcement for the concert in Granada of the prestigious
violinist Ara Malikian.
Through the company Algo Suena, Tecnare provides IBZA8 from Ibza Series as Front Fill, V Series
as Monitors, and T Series for amplification with a very succesfull and satisfactory result.
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Interestelar
Sevilla
Spain

Interestelar Sevilla 2017, celebrated the 18th 19th of May, is one of the most important summer
Music Festivals in the spanish rock and indie scene. With a very eclectic offer, the Interestelar
Sevilla mixes electronic music with the names of very renowned artists in the indie-rock scene.
By the hand of “Algo Suena”, a very highly group of professionals, Tecnare provides the side fills
for the principal stages of the festival, consisting mostly in, Cla21, SW18VR, and T20-44 for the am
plification.eries for amplification.

Royal
Philharmonic
Orchestra
Gibraltar
U.K

The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, founded in 1947 in Great Britain, is one of the most famous
and prestigious symphonic orchestras in the entire world. The past 9th of September, the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra offered an incredible show in Gibraltar at the Victoria Stadium, with the
participation of the soprano Laura Wright and the tenor Wynne Evans. All the sonorisation was
in the hands of one of the most important companies in the spanish territory: Algo Suena. By
the hand of this highly professional team, all the sonorisation was a complete succes. Some of
the sound reinforcement for this spectacular show was from Tecnare, specifically, the models
V12 from the V Series, used for sidefills and monitoring.

En Órbita
Festival
Granada
Spain

En Órbita is a very young festival placed in Granada, Spain, and celebrated the 12th of May
of 2018. Instead it´s short life, En Órbita becomes and obligated stop in the Spanish indie-rock
scene, with artists as Sidonie, Lori Meyers or Viva Suecia. By the hand of the highly professional
team of Algo Suena, Tecnare Sound Systems participated on this festival with side fills of Cla21 and
SW18VR powered with the powerful Tecnare T20 amps.

Oh See
Festival
Málaga
Spain

Málaga, Spain, 13th and 14th of september (2019). Tecnare has been present on this great
festival, by the hand of Algo Suena, one of the best companies on the sound renting area
and company in charge of the sound reinforcement of the festival. Tecnare speakers were
used mainly for sidefills, specifically the following models:
-4xAlis15
-2xSW218eb
-2xT20-44

Weekend
Beach
Festival
Torre del Mar
Spain

Weekend Beach Festival Torre del Mar is a music festival that in the last edition has gathered
around 35000 “weekers”. The diversity of styles, national and international artists and closeness
the beach assure the best experience for everybody. By the hand of “Algo Suena”, a very highly
group of professionals, Tecnare provides some of the sound reinforcement for the festival, consisting mostly in, Cla21, SW18VR, and T20–44 for the amplification.

Dreambeach
Villaricos
Villaricos
Spain

Dreambeach Villaricos (Andalucía, Spain), is a summer festival rated as one of the most important
events in all the Spanish territory. With more than 175.000 assistants and counting with the presence of artists as Carl Cox, Marco Carola and David Guetta ( just to name a few) Dreambeach 2017 was
an enourmous succes. Tecnare Sound Systems is proud to be part in this amazing event, by the hand
of Algo Suena, contributing with some of the sound reinforcement of this marvelous party. Some of
the models used in the Dreambeach Villaricos are:
-SW18VR
-T20–44 amplifier
-Cla21

Bull Music
Festival
Granada
Spain

Bull Music Festival, celebrated the 3rd of June of 2017 in Granada (Spain), is a summer Music
Festival, that agglutinates a wide range of bands of the spanish music scene. With more than
12.000 people, this young festival starts with a massive affluence, that consolidate it as a point
of reference for future years. By the hand of our friends of “Algo Suena”, a very highly professional company, Tecnare provides the Side Fill, for this amazing event, consisting mostly in Cla21,
SW18VR, and T20–44 for the amplification.
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Chanquete
World Music
Nerja
Spain

Chanquete World Music is a very young music festival that starts it´s first edition in 2016. Located in Nerja, Málaga (Andalusia, Spain), a small and heavenly village close to the beach, ç
Chanquete World Music open it´s doors the past 16th of September, and ends the 17th at morning. Counting with the participation of artists as La Mala Rodriguez, Eskorzo, Orishas or Dubioza
Kolektiv; Chanquete World Music is becoming a renowned festival in the spanish southern area.
By the hand of Algo suena, one of the biggests and most profesional companies in the sound
reinforcement area, Tecnare Sound Systems was involved in this festival, providing some of the
sound reinforcement of the festival, consisting mostly in: SW18VR and Cla21 for sidefills.

3

Samil
Paint Party

Vigo
Spain

Samil Paint Party, celebrated in Vigo (Spain) is one of the most hughest parties in all the spanish
territory. By the hand of Traffic House, a highly professional group of artist and producers, Tecnare
powered some of the sound reinforcement of the festival, consisting mostly in 12 units of CLA21,
4 units of SW221 and 2 units of T20–44 amplifiers.

Technoparade
Invaders
Paris
France

The Technoparade Space Invaders was an incredible event in the streets of Paris, organised and
supported by Joachim Garraud. Joachim was the main host of the Technoparade in Paris, which
broke the record of attendance. He was the only DJ to have his own float, which allowed him to
invite Oliver Huntemann, Laidback Luke, Benni Benassi, Dj Sender and David Guetta. Tecnare
Sound Systems was the main supplier of the sound reinforcement for this colossal project.

H2o
Festival
Galicia
Spain

H2O is a music festival celebrated in Villagarcia de Arousa (Galicia, Spain) during a local and
traditional summer water party. By the hand of Traffic House, a highly professional group of
artist and producers, Tecnare powered some of the sound reinforcement of the festival, consisting mostly in 12 units of CLA21, 4 units of SW221 and 2 units of T20–44 amplifiers.

Rock in
Rio Tea
Ponteareas
Spain

Rock in Rio Tea, is a small Summer Festival, located in Pontereas, Galicia, in the north of
Spain. With the presence as artist such as MClan, Sondarua, CHZ and Eladio e UKA, this
festival is growing year by year.
By the hand of Soundhouse events, Tecnare supplies the main sound reinforcement for
this live event, with:
-Cla21PLUS
-SW218EB
-SW18VR
-ALIS12
-T20-44 amplifiers

Los Rebujitos
Murcia
Spain

Los Rebujitos is a Spanish band, wellknowned in the spanish music scene, that mix
the traditional flamenco spanish music with pop.
Los Rebujitos performed with an entire Tecnare System in Balsicas (Torre-Pacheco,
Murcia, Spain), the past October of 2021, by the hand of SPL audiovisual official Distributor of
Tecnare.
The following material were used for this show:
-CLA21PLUS
-SW218EB
-V14CX
-T20-44

